
An on-air fashion and lifestyle expert for nearly 20 years,

Jen enjoys sharing food, fashion and fun with audiences

across the country. She knows how to spot a trend before

it's cool. Plus, as a resident 'gift-giving expert,' she is

passionate about finding THE perfect gift for anyone! 

Always on the hunt for new, innovative products and

services to share, Jen loves to simplify people's lives and

she's always full of fun and surprises. She's often tapped

to pop in and celebrate birthdays, baby showers and

more live on the air!

With enthusiasm and wit, Jen is at ease on camera; from

appearing live in-studio and making virtual appearances

to producing full segment packages. Jen also loves

shining the spotlight on her PR clients. She has helped

prepare brand spokespeople to appear on national TV

shows including Live with Kelly & Ryan, The Chew, The

View, Steve Harvey, The TODAY Show and more.

Jen has stolen the spotlight while appearing on AM Extra,

AM Northwest, CW33 Dallas, E! Entertainment,

FOX4/Good Day, FOX6/Real Milwaukee/Wake Up,

Good Day Austin, Good Day Oregon, Good Morning

Arizona, Good Morning Texas, Great Day Houston, KTLA,

KUSI, The Morning Blend (Tucson, Milwaukee, Las

Vegas), SA Live and Studio 512 to name a few.

 

M E E T  J E N !

"I'm obsessed with products that can simplify your life. Being a
busy mom of two, I understand the value of time and simplicity."

- jen munoz
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http://www.facebook.com/jenmunoz
http://jenmunoz/
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